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We present a device demonstrating a lithographically patterned transmon integrated with a micromachined cavity resonator. Our two-cavity, one-qubit device is a multilayer microwave-integrated quantum
circuit (MMIQC), comprising a basic unit capable of performing circuit-QED operations. We describe the
qubit-cavity coupling mechanism of a specialized geometry using an electric-field picture and a circuit
model, and obtain specific system parameters using simulations. Fabrication of the MMIQC includes
lithography, etching, and metallic bonding of silicon wafers. Superconducting wafer bonding is a critical
capability that is demonstrated by a micromachined storage-cavity lifetime of 34.3 μs, corresponding to
a quality factor of 2 × 106 at single-photon energies. The transmon coherence times are T 1 ¼ 6.4 μs,
¼ 11.7 μs. We measure qubit-cavity dispersive coupling with a rate χ qμ =2π ¼ −1.17 MHz,
and T echo
2
constituting a Jaynes-Cummings system with an interaction strength g=2π ¼ 49 MHz. With these
parameters we are able to demonstrate circuit-QED operations in the strong dispersive regime with ease.
Finally, we highlight several improvements and anticipated extensions of the technology to complex
MMIQCs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.7.044018

I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum circuits are quickly reaching a size and complexity that puts extreme demands on input-output connections as well as selective isolation among internal
elements. Continued progress will require 3D integration
and rf packaging techniques [1,2] that allow for scaling.
Indeed, there are numerous developed technologies waiting
to see fruitful implementation in the field of circuit-QED
(cQED) operations, both from room temperature microwave devices [3,4] and complex superconducting circuits
[5–7]. To address this opportunity and the associated
challenges for quantum coherence, we recently proposed
the multilayer microwave-integrated quantum circuit
(MMIQC) architecture [8], which adapts many existing
circuit design and fabrication techniques to cQED. A crucial
step towards this vision is the demonstration of superconducting micromachined cavities [9], which can be used
as quantum memories or as shielding enclosures to prevent
cross-talk in more complex quantum computing devices.
However, integrating transmons into these micromachined
cavities has yet to be discussed, and is not a trivial matter of
replicating the common methods in either existing planar or
3D cQED circuits. Fortunately, the flexibility and durability
of MMIQC hardware affords many possibilities for qubit
integration.
In this work, we demonstrate one such possibility
through the design, fabrication, and characterization
of a quantum device containing a transmon qubit
*
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coupled to a superconducting micromachined cavity.
It forms a simple MMIQC capable of performing
cQED operations. The techniques shown here can be
improved and extended to realize more complex quantum circuitry.
II. QUBIT-RESONATOR COUPLING
Coupling between an electromagnetic resonator and a
transmon occurs via shared electric and magnetic fields of
their respective modes. Both planar circuits and 3D qubits
use a simple dipole antenna structure aligned with the
electric field of a transmission line, waveguide, or cavity
[10]. These common schemes are diagrammed in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). It would be impractical to use a similar scheme for
coupling qubits to micromachined cavities because of the
extreme aspect ratio imposed by the wafer height. Instead,
we desire to achieve the same coupling while limiting
ourselves to planar fabrication and wafer stacking. A circuit
can be patterned on one of the cavity walls such that the
electromagnetic fields couple to those of the cavity, as shown
in Fig. 1(c).
The coupling of an “aperture transmon” to a resonator
using fields that are out of the plane of transmon fabrication
is described in Ref. [11]. In the device of the present work,
the coupling can be understood by analyzing the overlap
between the electric fields of the transmon mode and those
of the adjacent cavity mode(s), and also by an equivalent
circuit model. Translation of the aperture transmon away
from the center of the cavity wall results in a mixture of
electric (charge accumulation) and magnetic (current flow)
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to other cQED hardware designs [12]. See Supplemental
Material for details [13]. In this work, we operate such a
system in the strong dispersive limit, where the frequency
detuning between resonator and qubit is much greater than
the interaction rate (jΔj ≫ g) and the interaction rate is
much greater than the decay rates of the qubit or cavity
(g ≫ γ, κ).
In this strong dispersive limit, we approximate the
applicable Hamiltonian as
(d)

(c)
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FIG. 1. Illustrations of dipole coupling in cQED. Electric
dipole-moment orientations for typical transmons are fabricated
to align with (a) the electric field of a planar transmission line
resonator or (b) the electric field of an encapsulating 3D cavity.
Blue arrows show electric-field lines of the each resonator’s
fundamental mode, and red arrows show electric-field lines of the
transmon mode. (c) The aperture transmon fields couple to the
fundamental mode of the micromachined cavity in the device
discussed in this work. For clarity, the diagram shows an
exploded cross-sectional view of two substrate wafers, and it
is not to scale. (d) Schematic circuit diagram of the aperture
transmon and electromagnetic resonator. The red coloring corresponds to the central island.

coupling. However, the aperture transmon’s central location
maximizes total coupling.
The schematic circuit diagram is depicted in Fig. 1(d).
A single Josephson junction connects the central island to
the rest of the cavity wall. It is accompanied by a junction
capacitance (Cj ), which is small compared to the other
capacitors in the system: First, there is a capacitance across
the open annulus between the island and the rest of the
lower cavity wall (Cp ). Second, there is a capacitance
across the gap between the island and the opposite wall of
the cavity (Cg ). Last, there is capacitance C associated with
the walls of the cavity, which combines with an effective
inductance L to create the LC-resonator characteristic of
the cavity’s fundamental mode at frequency ωμ =2π.
The system of qubit excitations and resonator photons
displays a Jaynes-Cummings interaction: ℏgða† σ − þ aσ þ Þ,
where a† ðaÞ creates (annihilates) a photon and σ þ ðσ − Þ
creates (annihilates) an excitation of the qubit. The coupling rate g ¼ eV 0 β=ℏ is a functionp
ofﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the capacitances,
ﬃ
β ¼ Cg =ðCg þ Cp þ Cj Þ, and V 0 ¼ ℏωμ =2C. This circuit picture using capacitances reveals the relationships
between device geometry and coupling strength, analogous

ð1Þ

including an arbitrary number of modes. Each mode
has a transition frequency ωi between its first two levels
and an anharmonicity αi, which is greatest for the transmon.
Each pair of modes interacts via a dispersive shift of
strength χ ij .
III. DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION
The first MMIQC prototype is designed to have coherent
quantum modes that have sufficient coupling rates between
them, and allow for manipulation and measurement with
microwave pulses. The device featured in this work consists
of three quantum objects. An aperture transmon couples
simultaneously to two cavity modes. In addition to a
micromachined cavity, a second cavity made by traditional
metal machining is incorporated to compose a two-cavity–
one-qubit MMIQC device. This cavity allows a readout of
the transmon and micromachined cavity states through two
pins leading to coaxial cables for microwave access to the
system, and is hereafter referred to as the “readout cavity.”
The device, shown in Fig. 2, displays a hybrid multilayer
construction, including silicon wafers and conventionally
machined metals united by indium bonding on flat surfaces.
The integration of the machined 3D cavity demonstrates
the aperture transmon’s bipartite coupling and provides a
convenient way of applying connectors.
Next, we must choose design parameters to realize the
MMIQC. We also impose that the qubit is in the transmon
regime, with suppressed charge dispersion [19,20]. The
shape and position of the aperture transmon affect properties
of the system between which trade-offs are considered. For
example, the size of the inner island must be large enough to
create a measurable g by the capacitance contribution Cg .
However, if the inner island is too large, the anharmonicity is
reduced, limiting the speed of manipulation pulses. Scaling
trends of g changing with respect to several relevant
geometrical parameters are included in the Supplemental
Material [13–15]. The coupling between the qubit and the
micromachined cavity χ qμ and that of the qubit and the
readout cavity χ qr are also adjusted by the choice of heights
of each cavity and thickness of the qubit substrate. We
perform simulations in order to confirm our understanding
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FIG. 2. (a) Sketch of device. For clarity, the image shows an exploded cross-sectional view that is not to scale. The annular structure
has electric dipole-moment components in two opposing directions, both perpendicular to the plane of fabrication. Red arrows show
electric-field lines of the transmon mode, and the transmon chip is shown semitransparent. (b) Photograph of the micromachined cavity
chip (top) and transmon chip (bottom). (c) False-colored SEM image of the aperture transmon, with silicon in gray, aluminum in purple,
and indium in blue. The shape of the electrodes is described in the Supplemental Material [13]. An “X” indicates the Josephson-junction
position, interrupting a 50-μm-wide lead connecting the inner island to the remainder of the cavity wall.

of the qubit-cavity coupling and to aid geometry optimization more precisely. We model the entire system using a full
3D electromagnetic simulation using a finite element solver
followed by black-box quantization analysis [21]. For the
design featured in this work, the anharmonicity is designed
to be αq ¼ −Ec ¼ −204 MHz, and the Josephson energy is
EJ =h ¼ Φ20 LJ =2πh ¼ 39 GHz. (EJ =EC ¼ 193.)
We now briefly describe how the device is constructed.
The multilayer device is fabricated as three separate parts
[see Fig. 2(a)] that are finally bonded together with a metal
that superconducts. The micromachined cavity chip is
created by wet etching a rectangular pit to a depth of
300 μm in silicon, followed by metallization with 10 μm
of indium [9,13]. The transmon chip requires three
metallization steps on a 325-μm-thick silicon wafer: a
patterning of gold by liftoff, electron-beam lithography,
and shadow angle evaporation of the aluminum Josephson
junction, and masking this junction before electroplating
10 μm of indium onto the gold. The readout cavity is
milled out of oxygen-free high-conductivity copper and
electroplated with 30 μm of indium. The three components are bonded together between parallel plates at
120 °C in two steps. Once assembled, coaxial pin couplers
are added to the readout cavity and the device is thermally
anchored to the baseplate of a dilution refrigerator reaching a base temperature of 15 mK. See the Supplemental
Material [13,17,18] for additional fabrication and bonding
details.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Successful cQED operation in this hardware is demonstrated with measurements of coherence times and interactions between each quantum object of the MMIQC.
Measurements of the relevant coherence times in the device
are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) and summarized in Table I.
The qubit T 1 ¼ 6.4 μs is on the order of other 3D

transmons recently produced on silicon substrate in the
same facility with similar methods [23] and T echo
≈ 1.8T 1 .
2
The thermal population of the qubit excited state is < 3%.
The micromachined cavity has a lifetime of 34.7 μs, which
corresponds to a total quality factor Q ¼ 2 × 106 at singlephoton energies.
Next, we find interaction strengths sufficiently large in
relation to these coherences by showcasing some standard
cQED functions. These measurements are shown in
Figs. 3(c)–3(e). The dispersive coupling rate of the qubit
to the readout cavity is χ qr =2π ¼ −3.84 MHz, corresponding to the interaction strength g=2π ¼ 38 MHz. In spectroscopy, we observe both resolved photon number splitting
of the qubit [Fig. 3(a)] and a qubit-state-dependent shift
of the micromachined cavity from a dispersive coupling
rate χ qμ =2π ¼−1.17MHz. At detuning of ðωq − ωμ Þ=2π ¼
−2.03 GHz, this corresponds to g=2π ¼ 49 MHz.
A final measurable parameter is the cross-Kerr interaction between the two cavities. The cavity cross-Kerr χ rμ
is measured by the relative comparison of χ qr and χ rμ [24].
A microwave pulse detuned 3 MHz above the readout cavity
induces a Stark shift, which precedes single-sideband
spectroscopy of both the qubit and micromachined cavity
peaks. Both shift downward in frequency with the increasing power of the Stark pulse. The slopes of this response
are proportional to χ qr and χ rμ , respectively [Fig. 3(b)].
We independently determine χ qr ¼ −3.84 MHz by
readout cavity spectroscopy with and without a preceding
qubit π pulse. Finally, we find the cross-Kerr interaction
χ rμ =2π ¼ −20 kHz, compared to a simulated value
of −4.4 kHz.
As a further demonstration of the micromachined cavity’s utility as a quantum memory, we perform Ramsey
interferometry following a displacement that initializes the
micromachined cavity to a coherent state of jβi with an
average of three photons [Fig. 3(c)]. In this experiment, we
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FIG. 3. (a) Qubit energy relaxation is fit to a single exponential (red line) with T 1 ¼ 6.4 μs. Pe is the probability that the qubit is
measured in the excited state during a read-out (RO) pulse.. Ramsey dephasing time T R2 ¼ 9.5 μs, measured here using 400-kHz
¼ 11.7 μs, measured here using 300-kHz detuning from
detuning from the qubit frequency. Using a Hahn echo sequence, we find T echo
2
the qubit frequency. (b) Energy decay of the micromachined cavity is measured by applying a large displacement to this cavity, followed
by a variable delay, followed by a spectrally narrow selective π rotation of the qubit conditioned on there being no photons in the readout
cavity (n ¼ 0). Using a Poissonian decay fit (red line), we find T 1 ¼ 34.7 μs. At 9.4 GHz, this decay time corresponds to a quality factor
Q ¼ 2 × 106 . (c) We observe number splitting of the qubit in spectroscopy after displacing the micromachined cavity by one photon.
The spacing between the peaks indicates χ qμ =2π ¼ 1.17 MHz. (d) A tone detuned 3 MHz above the readout cavity induces a Stark shift
that affects both the qubit and micromachined cavity frequencies. We use the ratio of these slopes χ qr =χ rμ to determine χ rμ . (e) In
Ramsey interferometery following a displacement of the micromachined (storage) cavity, we observe revivals of the qubit state
occurring at integer multiples of 2π=χ qμ ¼ 0.855 μs [22].

prepare an initial state jβμ i ⊗ fjgi þ jeig, which precesses
†
according to eiχ qμ ta ajeihej [22]. Qubit-state revivals occur at
time intervals 2π=χ qμ , consistent with our spectroscopic
measurements of χ qμ .
TABLE I. Measured device parameters. The cross-Kerr interaction with the qubit mode is denoted χ q , and anharmonicity is α.
Simulated parameters are in square brackets, and all other
parameters are measured except the anharmonicities of the
cavities, which are calculated by α ¼ χ 2q =4αq [21].
Mode
Frequency (MHz)
[simulated]
αi =2π (MHz)
[simulated]
χ qi =2π (MHz)
[simulated]
χ ri =2π (MHz)
[simulated]

Readout cavity Transmon μ-machined cavity
6973.4
[6945.1]
−0.012
[−0.004]
−3.84
[−3.22]



7351.4
[7322.0]
−209.8
[−204.3]





9377.2
[9258.0]
−0.002
[−0.002]
−1.17
[−1.25]
−0.020
[−0.004]

T 1 (μs)

1.0

6.4

34.3

T R2 (μs)



9.5



T echo
(μs)
2



11.7



V. DISCUSSION OF LOSS MECHANISMS
We assess several potential loss mechanisms that could be
limiting the coherence times in our device. All quantum
circuits are subject to sources of loss associated with
packaging and assembly that become more severe as
complexity increases [8]. For example, loss occurs at seams
where there is finite conductance gseam and nonzero admittance to surface currents yiseam , which may limit a mode i’s
coherence time to T 1 ¼ gseam =yiseam ωi . In the multilayer
architecture, these seams are present in the bonds between
layers and interfaces between different materials.
In this device, there are two types of seams that could
contribute to loss. The first consists of In─In bonds at the
perimeter of the cavities. Using simulated surface currents,
we calculate the admittance in the micromachined cavity
mode to be yμIn-In ¼ 16.0 Ω−1 m−1 . For the qubit mode,
yqIn-In ¼ 0.02 Ω−1 m−1 , which is smaller because the surface
currents are localized away from the In─In bond. Using the
technique developed in Ref. [9], we are able to achieve
an In─In bond conductance in our devices of gIn-In ≈
108 Ω−1 m−1 . If this were the only source of loss, it would
limit the micromachined cavity to lifetime 100 μs. The
second type of seam is a Al-Au-In transition in a 3 × 3-mm
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square shape around the Al aperture transmon region. Using
simulated surface currents, we calculate the admittances
in the micromachined cavity and qubit mode: yμAl-Au-In ¼
0.17 Ω−1 m−1 and yqAl-Au-In ¼ 0.52 Ω−1 m−1 . Independent
measurements of stripline resonators fabricated with like
procedures show that gAl-Au-In ≈ 4.2 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 [13].
The resulting limitation on the qubit mode lifetime is
T 1 < gseam =yqseam ωq ≈ 20 μs. Limitation on the cavity-mode
lifetime due to this seam is T 1 ≈ 40 μs.
We also verify that qubit and micromachined cavity
lifetimes are not limited by the Purcell effect due to the
overcoupled readout cavity. We simulate that the upper
bounds to the qubit and micromachined cavity lifetimes due
to this effect are 200 and 500 μs, respectively. In design, the
Purcell limit of the micromachined cavity is mitigated by
minimizing the area of the annular opening created by the
aperture transmon between cavities.
Also present here are surface dielectric and conductor loss
mechanisms that are broadly studied in superconducting
circuits. The particular shapes of the electrodes in Fig. 2(c) are
designed to minimize dielectric loss near the surface of the
electrodes. The aperture transmon has smooth edges that are
easily parametrized for optimization that includes consideration of surface participation ratios [13,16].
VI. OUTLOOK
The device presented here demonstrates the integration of a transmon with a superconducting micromachined cavity, forming a simple MMIQC. The coherence
times and coupling rates are in the strong dispersive
regime of cQED, enabling many quantum manipulations
that are the precursor to large-scale quantum information
processing.
We remark that this achievement was made without
extensive fabrication optimization using industrial scale
tools, indicating process robustness and the potential for
improvement. For example, it is expected that surface
cleaning will improve gAl-Au-In , a seam conductance relevant
to both the qubit and cavity modes. Alternative MMIQC
designs are being developed that contain different seams and
minimize the use of normal metals like gold. Extended qubit
lifetimes can be achieved by the removal of the silicon
substrate in the junction area and improved surface cleaning
[23]. Furthermore, a wide range of coupling rates can be
accessed by geometry modifications, some of which would
require precise alignment and leveling control during wafer
bonding.
We have shown a proof-of-principle MMIQC that demonstrates the engineering of qubit-cavity coupling. There are
numerous possible next steps using the design strategies and
fabrication tools described in this work. For instance, the
micromachined cavity and qubit can be addressed using
microstrips on the side of the wafer opposite to the micromachined cavity wall and qubit fabrication, eliminating the
machined readout cavity. They can function as planar readout
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resonators and incorporate Purcell filtering [25,26]. As a
further example, the addition of a second junction and fluxbias line would constitute a frequency tunable device inspired
by the concentric transmon in Ref. [27]. More sophisticated
on-chip input-output circuitry, such as quantum limited
amplifiers [28–30], circulators [31,32], and switching elements [33,34], will also be required for practical quantum
information processing. This integration will likely be
accompanied by through-wafer metallized vias to prevent
cross talk. As this multilayer structural architecture is further
developed, we expect to see multiqubit-multicavity devices
of schemes similar to and extending beyond those currently
implemented in either planar or 3D cavity architectures. We
anticipate that the techniques demonstrated here can be
successfully employed toward integrating these elements
into increasingly complex MMIQCs.
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